
SCC-IRG Track 2 - Project Overview:
Transfer Learning for Fair and Scalable Flood Management in Smart Connected Cities

1 Overview

The U.S. National Climate Assessment [14] predicts that the intensity and frequency of extreme
precipitation events will increase by 15% over the midwestern United States. Flood damage costs
in the US were nearly $17 billion/year between 2010 and 2018 [1] and this flooding will certainly
worsen under future climate scenarios [4, 9]. There is, therefore, a critical need for tools that mid-
western cities can use to mitigate the flooding risks created by these extreme storms. This project’s
objective is to develop those tools for smart cities [5] that use Information, Communication, and
Control (ICC) technologies to meet its citizens’ needs.

This project uses an embedded sensor network called CSOnet [13] to meet its objectives. CSOnet
embeds Internet-connected sensors and actuators into a city’s underground wastewater (sewer)
network to reduce combined sewer overflow (CSO) events during rain storms. This is done
through real-time monitoring and control of the wastewater flows in the sewer pipes. Successful
commercialization [18] of CSOnet technology has led to CSOnet deployments in a number of U.S.
cities. This project will work with these CSOnet-enabled cities to train deep learning models that
predict the likelihood of surface and basement flooding in each city neighborhood. These models
would then be used for the real-time control and long-term management of urban flooding.

This project addresses technological and social science challenges that face smart cities using
deep learning [10] to enhance their resilience to extreme climate. The main technological challenges
involves training models that can be used to control wastewater flows and whose knowledge can
be easily transferred between cities of all sizes. That challenge will be overcome using transfer
learning [17] in which a pre-trained flood model is retuned using real-time data from the city’s
CSOnet system. The main social science challenge involves training models that can recommend
which neighborhoods should receive wastewater infrastructure (I/F) improvements, and to do so
in a manner that is perceived as fair with respect to a sensitive attribute such as neighborhood
racial or socio-economic makeup. That challenge will be overcome using models that employ
a fair learning representation layer [19] to statistically decorrelate neural network decisions from a
sensitive neighborhood attribute.

2 Technical Approach

The project’s technological challenge is concerned with how deep learning can be used to predict
and control exigent flooding due to on-going storms using knowledge that is easily and inexpen-
sively transferred between different cities. Deep neural networks outperform physics-based sim-
ulation models in flood forecast accuracy [3, 6, 21]. A recent model architecture (U-FLOOD) [11]
has been shown to generalize to catchments not present in its training data [7]. This model has
an encoder-decoder architecture in which the encoder downscales images of the urban landscape
onto a lower dimensional set of internal features, before upscaling those features back onto a flood
map. Our hypothesis is that the outputs of the U-FLOOD encoder form fundamental features that
are critical for generating the flood maps of any city. If true, this would mean that a given city’s
flood model can be based on a single U-FLOOD encoder. So this project’s flood models will have
the architecture shown in Fig. 1 where the U-FLOOD encoder acts as a pre-trained model base used
by any city, followed by a model head that is retrained using data from the given city. In particular,
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we propose training the model head using real-time sensor data from the city’s CSOnet system.
The model head is a sequence-to-sequence transformer that outputs a sequence of future sequence
of CSOnet sensor data. That prediction would then be used for the real-time control of wastewater
sewer flows to mitigate the threat of exigent flooding due to an on-going storm.

Figure 1: Flood Model Architecture

The project’s social science challenge is concerned with how deep learning can be used to improve
wastewater infrastructure (I/F) in a manner that is fair with respect to sensitive neighborhood attributes
such as race and socio-economic makeup.. Deep neural networks can use historical data to train a
model that predicts how human decision makers might act in response to future inputs. Our hy-
pothesis is that these deep neural network models can be retrained to be fair in a well-defined
statistical sense. In particular, we will use the model architecture shown in Fig. 2. The model takes
a 2D tensor whose x-direction itemizes distinct city neighborhoods and whose y axis itemizes the
neighborhood attributes commonly used in decided whether a given neighborhood’s wastewater
I/F will be upgraded. We would work with our city partners to identify that attribute list, but
we expect it to include things such as neighborhood real estate values, population, types of com-
mercial businesses, flood map, state of existing I/F, crime rate, etc. The model would then map
that tensor of neighborhood attributes onto two distinct target outputs; the likelihood that a given
neighborhood has its wastewater I/F upgraded and the likelihood that the neighborhood is clas-
sified as being disadvantaged with respect to a sensitive attribute such as race or socio-economic
standing. This project will work with the small business entity (HydroDigital LLC), owning the IP,
for CSOnet to assess this approach’s potential for knowledge transfer between cities and to assess
how well it performs in mitigating flooding threats due to extreme climate in the two target cities
(SBN and KC).

The model architecture in Fig. 2 consists of a fair representation layer, a policy critic, and a equity
critic. Following [19], the fair representation layer outputs a set of lower dimensional features
measured with respect to past policy decisions and the sensitive neighborhood attribute. These
feature vectors are then used by two different classifier models; a policy critic that outputs the
most likely decision made by past human decision makers and an equity critic that outputs the
most city’s most likely classification of each neighborhood with respect to the sensitive attribute.
Fig. 2 shows that we train this model in two steps. The first step trains the model on historical data
to set up the fair representation layer and critics. In the second step, we freeze the weights of the
representation layer and equity critic and then retrain the policy critic with a loss function that has
been regularized with respect to a fairness metric such as statistical parity or equal opportunity [2].
The project will work with municipal decision makers to evaluate how well this deep learning
approach to fair decision making addresses the equity issues faced by our two target cities (SBN
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Figure 2: fig:Retraining I/F upgrade decisions for statistical fairness

and KC) when they develop flood abatement policies.

3 Integrative Research Plan

This project will follow a research plan that integrates the technological and social sciences work
being performed to answer the research questions raised by this project. The project’s work will
be performed by four teams of scientists and engineers; deep learning researchers led by Prof.
Michael Lemmon at the University of Notre Dame (UND), embedded system engineers led by
Dr. Luis Montestruque at HydroDigital LLC, and municipal engineers/decision makers in two
midwestern US cities. One of the city teams will be from South Bend, Indiana (SBN) where the
first CSOnet site was built in 2009. We have tentatively chosen the second city team be from
Kansas City, Missouri (KC).

3.1 Research Questions

The research questions to be addressed by the proposed work are enumerated below.

1. Neural Network Knowledge Transfer and Scalability: How do we take the knowledge
learned by neural network models trained on physics-based simulations and transfer that
knowledge between cities of varying size to ensure the control and management outcomes achieved
using these models are comparable to outcomes obtained using models trained from scratch
on these cities?

2. Datasets and Model Architectures for Flood Control/Management: What type of datasets
and deep learning models are needed and how should these models be used in developing
real-time control and long-term management policies that mitigate the threat of urban flooding
due to extreme precipitation?

3. Statistical Fairness in Developing Smart City Flood Abatement Policies: Which neigh-
borhood attributes and what notions of statistical fairness are of greatest value to municipal
decision makers when they formulate flood abatement policies that equitably benefit all city
neighborhoods regardless of racial or socio-economic makeup?
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4. Smart City Resilience to Climate-driven Pluvial Flooding: What blueprints can smart city
engineers follow in using these deep learning methods to enhance their city’s resilience to plu-
vial flooding that will occur because of the more intense and frequent precipitation events
expected under climate change?

These four research questions will be answered in an integrative manner through six inter-related
project tasks. The relationship between these tasks is shown in Fig. 3. These tasks are discussed in
more detail below.

Figure 3: Integrative Research Plan

3.2 Task 1 - Pre-training Model Base from Hydrological Simulation

This task will be performed primarily by the UND and HydroDigital team with some data assis-
tance from SBN and KC. UND will perform the training of the model from training data that has
been generated by a 2D hydrological simulation (CA-ffe) for a region similar in size to SBN. UND
will generate a number of urban landscapes and HydroDigital will provide a number of storm
scenarios (precipitation maps). SBN and KC will provide historical data regarding land-use, ter-
rain elevation, and prior flood history. The main part of this task involves training a U-FLOOD
model using training data generated by the CA-ffe simulation model. UND will evaluate how
well the trained model generalizes to the two cities, SBN and KC. The main deliverable will be the
U-FLOOD encoder, which will be used in Task 2.
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3.3 Task 2 - Retraining Model Head for Specific Cities

The first half of this task be performed by UND and HydroDigital and will involve developing
the transformer model head and its training procedures. After that, the task bifurcates into two
parts to be conducted primarily by the city teams (SBN and KC). In this second part, the city
teams will use the flood model developed by UND/HydroDigital in the first two tasks to train
models specific to their cities. UND will assess the accuracy of these two city models. The main
deliverable will the the SBN and KC models to be used in task 3.

3.4 Task 3 - Real-time CSOnet Flood Control for On-going Storms:

Task 3 will be conducted primarily by HydroDigital for both the SBN and KC models. UND
will act as consultant to HydroDigital for this task. The city teams will work with HydroDigital
to integrate the models from task 2 with each city’s CSOnet system. Both cities will monitor
how the resulting system performs during their rainy season to evaluate how well the CSOnet
system reduces the risk of localized urban flooding in each city. The main deliverable will be a
study assessing whether to model developed in Task 1 and 2 can indeed be transferred between
different cities.

3.5 Task 4 - Neural Network Modeling of Long-term Wastewater I/F Decision-Making

This task will be performed by UND with information regarding neighborhood attributes and
historical infrastructure decisions in the two cities (SBN and KC). UND will use the data provided
by the cities to train a model that predicts the past decision making history of both cities. The
main deliverable from this task will be the decision making model in Fig. 2 for each project city
along with an evaluation of the model’s prediction accuracy.

3.6 Task 5 - Public Policies for Environmental Justice

This task will be performed by UND with information from SBN/KC regarding how each city
classifies their neighborhoods with regard to racial and socio-economic makeup. UND will de-
velop methods for retraining their model’s policy critic to achieve a desired level of statistical
fairness. UND will work with both cities to evaluate the extent to which each city sees the vari-
ous notions of statistical fairness helping them achieve environmental equity for their mixture of
neighborhoods. The main deliverable from this task will be a study assessing the degree to which
statistical notions of fairness can be used to assess environmental justice.

3.7 Task 6 - Evaluating Climate Resilience for Project Smart Cities

This task will be performed by SBN and KC to define how they measure climate resilience with
respect to flooding and to evaluate the extent to which the public policies arising out of tasks 4 and
5 enhance each city’s resilience to those extreme precipitation events. UND and HydroDigital will
work together to develop a blueprint or plan by which the results of this project can be easily dis-
seminated to other midwestern cities of varying size. The main deliverables will be the blueprint
as well as the assessment of how well this project enhanced each cities climate resilience.
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